Identification of epitopes for vaccine design against Crimean-Congo Haemorrhagic fever virus (CCHFV): An immuno-informatics approach
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ABSTRACT: Crimean-Congo haemorrhagic fever (CCHF) virus, is a tick and livestock animal borne viral disease that causes severe viral haemorrhagic fever. The present study was undertaken to identify candidate T-cell and B-cell epitopes for design of an effective vaccine against CCHFV using an immuno-informatics based approach. Proteome of CCHFV was retrieved from UniProtKB and analyzed using various in silico tools such as Vaxijen, NetCTL, AlgPred, AllerTOP and prediction tools of IEDB server for identification of T-cell and B-cell epitopes. The 9mer peptide in the region 1135-1144 was selected as a potential T-cell epitope as it interacted with highest number of HLA alleles having the highest population coverage in India. Structures of HLA alleles were retrieved from PDB, whereas epitope structure was predicted using Pep-FOLD followed by docking. Furthermore, B-cell epitope was predicted by analyzing and cross referencing various properties of the most antigenic protein sequence. It was found that peptide in the region 1121-1131 could elicit a significant B-cell immune response as this region was hydrophilic having constant beta turns and being surface accessible. Therefore, the region 1121-1144 of envelopment polyprotein of CCHFV contains potential candidates for T-cell and B-cell epitope based vaccine and may further be validated by in vitro and in vivo experiments. Thus immuno-informatics based approaches offer the possibility of design of potential vaccines for infectious pathogens in a timely manner.
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Introduction

The conventional approach for vaccine design is time consuming and involves tedious process of sub-culturing of a pathogen from a larger culture followed by its administration[1]. This has led to the emergence of in silico approaches for identifying antigenic regions that can aid in vaccine design[2]. Novel bioinformatics approaches have been combined with cutting edge, high-dimensional assays to develop advanced vaccines for diseases such as malaria [3], sclerosis [4], tumors [5] and Ebola virus [6, 7].

Vaccinomics, integrates systems biology with fields of immunogenetics/genomics and enhances our basic understanding and working of vaccine and its development. Immune profiling includes usage of many in silico tools and web servers for antigenicity analysis, epitope predictions, MHC-I binding analysis, docking studies and allergenicity assessment [8].

Crimean-Congo haemorrhagic fever virus (CCHFV) is a tick borne virus (Nairovirus) that belongs to Bunyaviridae family. It was first introduced in 1994 in Crimea and later identified in 1969 in Congo [9]. The virus can be transmitted from bites of ticks and interaction with the blood or tissues of infected animals during slaughter [10]. Host of CCHFV include animals (wild and domestic), for example goats, sheep and cattle which can get infected from ticks. Incubation period of virus after tick bites can take from one to the maximum of nine days. Onset of symptoms of CCHF are sudden like fever, myalgia, dizziness, photophobia and bleeding into skin and causes severe haemorrhagic fevers in humans, with a reported fatality of 10-40%. CCHFV infection can be diagnosed using library tests like ELISA, antigen detection, RT-PCR, virus isolation and serum neutralization etc. [11].

Research on the pathology of CCHFV presents a major challenge, similar to Ebola Haemorrhagic Fever (EHF), because of its high virulence; it is needed to be studied under Bio-safety level 4 (BSL-4) containment. Furthermore, the lack of success in expressing the disease in laboratory animals except mice and its occurrence in medically unexplored regions makes the vaccine design even more strenuous. As a consequence, no effective vaccine is available for CCHFV, however after the onset of disease, an inadequate treatment with minimal success has been reported with the drug ribavirin [12, 13]. In general, vaccines that are designed for various diseases are mostly based on B-cell immunity, however stronger immune response is shown in vaccines based on T-cell epitopes due to involvement of CD8+ T-cell. Memory based humoral
immune response by B-cell weakens over time due to antigenic drift, whereas T-cell based response provides long lasting immunity [9].

In the absence of any licensed therapeutic vaccine, the present study was undertaken to design a vaccine against Crimean-Congo Haemorrhagic Fever Virus (CCHFV), based on both T-cell and B-cell epitopes.

Materials and methods
Proteome Retrieval
The proteome of CCHFV strain was retrieved from UniProtKB database [14] in FASTA format.

Allergenicity Analysis
Three protein sequences in the proteome were analyzed and scored according to their antigenicity using VaxiJen server 2.0 [15].

Prediction of T-Cell epitope
T-cell epitope prediction

NetCTL server 1.2 was used for the prediction of T-cell epitopes based on the combinatorial score. The epitopes were selected based on the combined score of TAP transport efficiency scores, major histocompatibility complex class I (MHC-I) binding and proteasomal C terminal cleavage [16].

T-cell epitope and MHC-I allele binding and population coverage analysis

MHC-I binding tool in IEDB [17] was used to analyze the T-cell and MHC-I interactions based on half maximal inhibitory concentrations (IC50) of interactions calculated using stabilized matrix based method (SMM). To ascertain the population coverage of epitopes in India, the population coverage tool in IEDB was used.

Allergenicity assessment

To check whether an epitope is a probable allergen or non-allergen, AllerTOP and AlgPred servers were used. AllerTOP is an alignment free server, used for in silico based allergenicity prediction of a protein based on its physiochemical properties [18]. AlgPred was used to confirm the allergenicity of the epitopes based on similarity of known epitope with any region of protein [19].

Prediction of epitope structure

The structure of the epitope selected from binding analysis was predicted using PEP-FOLD-3 server [20]. Best model from the predicted top ten models from the server was selected for docking analysis.

Docking studies

The interaction between MHC-I alleles and T-cell epitopes was analyzed and confirmed using ZDOCK [21] and HDOCK [22] servers. The MHC-I class allele structure was retrieved from protein data bank (PDB). The docked complexes of epitope and allele were superimposed using SPDBV (Swiss-PDB Viewer) to compare and validate the interactions.

Prediction of B-cell epitope

B-cell epitope was predicted using antigenic sequence property tools of IEDB server [17]. To identify different properties of the fragments such as linear epitope, beta-turn, surface accessibility, flexibility, antigenicity and hydrophilicity of most antigenic protein sequence was done using tools: BepiPred linear epitope prediction, Chou and Fasman beta turn prediction, Emini surface accessibility prediction, Karplus and Schulz flexibility prediction, Kolskar and Tongaonkar antigenicity and Parker hydrophilicity prediction.

Results and Discussion

Proteome of CCHFV strain of Nigeria/IbAr10200/1970 (Proteome ID: UP000008767) was retrieved from UniProtKB. The reviewed sequences with Accession nos. Q8JSZ3, P89522 and Q6TQR were analyzed using VaxiJen server 2.0 to predict the sequence with highest antigenicity. Out of the three sequences, two sequences (Accession nos. Q6TQR6, Q8JSZ3) were identified as probable antigen and one of them (Accession no. P89522) was probable non-antigen. The sequence of envelopment polyprotein (Accession no. Q8JSZ3) with highest antigenicity score 0.5142 was selected for T-cell epitopes prediction using NetCTL server. Out of the 1676 epitopes (9-mer peptide sequences) obtained, top five epitopes (Table 1) were selected on the basis of combinatorial score for MHC-I binding analysis.

Table 1: Predicted epitopes From NetCTL server

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epitope</th>
<th>Combinatorial Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLSIDSGYY</td>
<td>2.3693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAEIHGDNY</td>
<td>1.9652</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MHC-I binding tool based on Stabilized Matrix Method (SMM) in IEDB analysis resource server was used for analysis of T-cell epitope interactions with MHC-I class alleles using reference alleles provided by IEDB server. Four epitopes (Table 2) that show interactions with alleles having affinity < 500nM (intermediate affinity) were selected for further analysis and STDKEIHKL was rejected as its affinity was greater than the cut-off. These four epitopes were then analyzed using Population coverage tool (IEDB server) and population coverage of 52.01% was obtained.

Table 2: Interactions of epitopes with corresponding MHC-I alleles using IEDB resource tools server

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epitope</th>
<th>Interacting MHC-I allele with an affinity &lt;500 nM (with prediction score)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVMDLSQMY</td>
<td>HLA-A<em>26:01(0.2) HLA-A</em>11:01(0.75) HLA-B<em>35:01(1.2) HLA-B</em>15:01(0.6) HLA-A<em>30:02(0.5) HLA-A</em>68:01(5.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STDKEIHKL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTDYMFKW</td>
<td>HLA-B<em>58:01(0.8) HLA-B</em>53:01(1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAEIHGDNY</td>
<td>HLA-B*35:01(3.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Amongst the four epitopes, the epitope SVMDLSQMY was found to have the highest number of interactions with MHC-I alleles i.e. six and highest population coverage in India i.e. 37.04%. Therefore, epitope SVMDLSQMY was selected as a probable T-cell epitope of CCHFV for further investigation. To predict the allergenicity of the protein sequence having Accession no. Q8JSZ3, containing epitope SVMDLSQMY, AllerTop and AlgPred servers were used as a vaccine may cause an allergic reaction in an individual which can be harmful or life threatening. From both the servers similar results were obtained that the protein was a probable non-allergen.

Based on the results of population coverage and the highest number of interaction with HLA alleles, the epitope SVMDLSQMY was chosen as an ideal candidate for T-cell based vaccine design. Protein-protein docking was performed to study the binding mode of epitope and HLA molecule. Structures of MHC-I class alleles HLA-A*11:01 (PDB: 5WJL) and HLA-B*15:01 (PDB: 1XR8) which showed significant interactions (Table 2) with the epitope SVMDLSQMY were retrieved from Protein Data Bank (PDB). Various groups bound to HLA molecules such as beta-2-microglobulin and GTS3 peptide and EBNA-3 nuclear protein were removed using Chimera software.

Due to non-availability of the structure of the epitope SVMDLSQMY in any structural database, it was predicted using PEP-FOLD server. The structure of the epitope thus obtained was docked with HLA-A*11:01 allele (Figure 1-a) and HLA-B*15:01 allele (Figure 1-b) using HDOCK and ZDOCK servers. These docked structures were superimposed using SPDBV and the RMSD value was 0.00Å, validating that the results of both HDOCK and ZDOCK servers were identical.

Figure 1: Structure of a) HLA-A *11:01 b) HLA-B*15:01 with epitope SVMDLSQMY from HDOCK server
For B-cell epitope prediction, the properties of different regions in sequence of Envelopment protein (Accession no. Q8JSZ3) of CCHFV proteome were analyzed using tools available in IEDB server\textsuperscript{13}. T-Cell epitope vaccine candidate SVMDLSQMY was present in region 1135-1144 amino acid residues of envelopment protein sequence, therefore the graphs obtained from the results of tools of B-cell epitope prediction of IEDB server were analyzed in the region 1000-1500 residues (Figure 2).

\textbf{Figure 2:} Graphs of region 1001-1500 analyzed using B-cell prediction tools of IEDB. a) Kolaskar & Tongaonkar antigenicity b) Bepipred Linear epitope prediction c) Chou & Fasman Beta- Turn prediction d) Emini surface accessibility prediction e) Karplus & Schulz Flexibility prediction f) Parker Hydrophilicity prediction

In Kolaskar & Tongaonkar antigenicity results, the maximum and minimum score obtained was 1.214 and 0.871 respectively with the region 1125-1140 having a score of 1.17 tagged with yellow in the graph indicating that the region has significant antigenicity. In BepiPred linear epitope prediction, the maximum score was 1.407 whereas the predicted peptide in the region 1120-1131 had a score of 1.2. In Chou & Fasman beta turn prediction, the maximum score and average scores were 1.299 and 0.994, respectively with the region from 1120 to 1130 having a score of 1.147. In Emini surface accessibility, the maximum score was 5.238 and the region 1126-1131 had a score of 2.794 which was shown as one of the predicted peptides. In Karplus & Schulz flexibility prediction, the maximum score was 1.101 with the region 1120-1132 having a score of 1.083, while in Parker hydrophilicity predictions, the region 1122-1131 had the highest score of 6.629.

Cross processing of the data obtained from IEDB server's B-cell epitope prediction tools was done and the region 1121-1131 residues i.e. LGVEDASESKL was found to be flexible, surface accessible, hydrophilic and contained constant beta turns. This indicates that the epitope LGVEDASESKL may be an effective B-cell epitope candidate that could initiate a significant B-cell immune response.

The results of T-cell and B-cell epitope prediction identified epitope vaccine candidates in the region 1135-1144 (SVMDLSQMY) and 1121-1131 (LGVEDASESKL), respectively. Both these candidate
epitopes are four residues apart and can be further explored using wet-lab experimentation to design an effective vaccine against CCHFV that is capable of inducing T-cell and B-cell immune responses, simultaneously.

Conclusion

Using conventional approaches, successful vaccine development against a disease can take decades due to cumbersome process of locating a region which can initiate a significant immune response. The immuno-informatics based approach can help achieve cost-efficient and timely development of vaccines due to narrowing down the number of probable effective epitopes to be validated by the wet lab researcher.
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